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Red's autobiography, like most of what Ann Carson writes, is a turnover. It is a mixture of modern and archaic, mythical and ordinary: part strange novel of coming of age, part reimagined fragmentary poem by the Greek poet Stesicor. The original poem, Geryoneis, followed the life of the monster Gerion leading to his
death at the hands of Hercules. According to Carson, Gerion becomes the sensitive and artistic boy of our time, marked by his family and peers as monstrously not normal. Hercules (Hercules, in Carson's precise transliteration from Greek) is naturally still rough with humans, but doesn't break Gerion's skull, instead, it
breaks his heart. Carson spends the first few sections of her short book describing the original poet, Stesichorus-artist, she says, with a special genius for adjectives. This is important, Carson argues, because adjectives are responsible for joining everything in the world to their place in particular. They latch on to being.
Stesichorus used his newly minted, anti-Homeric descriptions to release to be. according to her muse, Carson's novel drives unlatching being, too: Gerion's narrative progresses from the self-absorption of childhood in adolescence and into the comparative wisdom of young adulthood. Along the way, Carson shows this
journey primarily through a change in the way the outside world, and those who live in it, are observed. To inhabit yourself, you need to learn to see a big, selfless world. Red's autobiography moves through Gerion in the coming years in a fluid verse, using a third-person narrative that is almost always at close mental
distance and which goes from innocent narcissism to the ability to speak beyond itself. As a child of Gerion, the personal I am of paramount importance. Details about the world are almost never mentioned, or, if they are, they are described in the context of how they seem geryon. In a scene describing the location of his
school, we read: Between the main door and the kindergarten ran a corridor. For Geryon it was / a hundred thousand miles / thundery tunnels and indoor neon sky slammed giants. The outside world is strange, and older children are giants - hardly people. There is no attempt to characterize anyone who is not yet
known. At home, on the other hand, where everything is familiar, Gerion seems to be the gravitational center. When Gerion is ashamed of his brother's reminder that he doesn't know how to tie his shoes, The fruit onion stopped. Geryon can actually tie knots, but not bows. Even the inanimate world is moving in step with
Gerion's thoughts. Gerion's adolescence is characterized by the awkward encounter of this self-absorbed child and the details of the Other and the Outer. Observations of the world and the cosmos are more frequent and complex than in Rain suddenly over dinner, / Now the sunset was a startling drop in the window. The
stale world of old before bed/filled the room. But these observations belong, very firmly, to themselves. The stale world is Herion's own, no one else. Geryon begins, from time to time, to guess at the experiences of imaginary others: What is it like to be a woman/listen in the dark? But adolescence brings the first real
moments of total perspective, too. When Gerion, fourteen, meets Hercules for the first time, disembarking at the bus station, The World poured back and forth between their eyes once or twice. Other people/wanting to disembark the bus from New Mexico / have been jamming for Herakles. Gerion's perspective expands
here, beyond the child limits itself. But still it is selective. Some people close their eyes to him. We can't help but fall in love with the people whose eyes we first pour our world into, and that's what Gerion does. He shares his point of view with Tsarakles, and they spend the whole evening talking. As Geryon begins to
share his view of the world, he is also engaged in photography. A controlled, manipulated relationship with a perspective that comes from the fact the photographer follows naturally from Gerion's teenage years, and his falling in love with the world. What does the distance look like? It's a simple direct question. It stretches
from space/inside to edge/what you can love. It depends on the light. Of course, when we lose our first love, it is often because there was something just beyond the horizon, just for the corner of our eyes where the light of love does not reach. There's always something we ignore. We believe that all our world-filling
means that our lover now shares our views completely, our hopes and our plans, but this is not always the case. There are usually anxieties before the relationship explodes, felt or not, and so is it for Geryon. Once, when he and Hercules do graffiti, Hercules tells Herion that his design is too depressing. Hercules asks
him to do something more fun and Gerion watched the top of Hercules's head / and felt that his limits were coming back. There's nothing to say. Later, Heracles' grandmother warns Gerion, I think you confuse the subject and the object. But still, the ultimate rejection comes as a surprise. Hercules sends Gerion packing
without discussion, gives him a version: We can still be friends and it's over. But adolescence and young adulthood are coming to an end, and the young adult life shows us the growing ability of Gerion to see himself existing in the history of many others. While the narrative remains in the close third, some observations
belong more ambiguously to one character or the other. On a plane traveling alone, Gerion experiences looking at the huge black/and silver nonworld moving/and not moving incomprehensible past it snippet of people. Geryon is becoming, for now, one of many observers. This expanding perspective develops through
his meeting's new lover, Ancash, and comes to a climax at the very end of the text, where seven of the final eight chapters are introduced in a distant third, through descriptions of the photographs that Gerion has taken. The plate depicts four people at the table, two grazing burros, fried guinea pig. Gerion does not
appear in any of them; it's always just not in the frame. But they are central to its history. We see that he has come to understand himself as a single observer who exists in the wider world, more body perspectives, all of them at the same time. Photography has helped him work it out, of course, but so has the inevitable
act of growing up. First withholding and then providing the narrative the use of external details for Gerion's inner experience, Carson makes it clear that Gerion's path of self-discovery is, in part, a path to seeing himself as one of the others himself. A mature observer is someone who is able to lose himself in alternative
perspectives. Carson's ultimate scaling is one that was there from the start, even in the gerion at the beginning of self-assessment. This is the very frame of the book: autobiography with the help of a mythical metaphor. This spread of consciousness allows Gerion to see himself as part of history and myth. This tendency
of us to see ourselves as part of history goes beyond an era that has been lived - can be self-aggrandizing. But, when learning, it can also be vital to the immortal universality, and take as wide a perspective as possible. We learn to finally say not only I Geryon, or He Hercules, but also she will, they were, we all.
Autobiography of Red AuthorAnna CarsonCanryCanadaEngourEnglishBlurensUbblicared A. KnopfPublication Date March31, 1998Media typePrint (Hardcover)Pages149 ppISBN0-375-40133-4OCLC37975550Dewey Decimal811/.54 21LC ClassPS3553.A7667 A94 1998After the autobiography Of DocRed (1998) is a
novel verse of Anna, Anna's novel, Carson is based loosely on the myth of Gerion and the Tenth Labor of Hercules, especially the surviving fragments of the lyrical poem by the poet Stesicor Geryoneis. Summary of The Autobiography of Red is the story of a boy named Gerion, who, at least in a metaphorical sense, is
the Greek monster Geryon. It is unclear how much of Gerion's mythological connection with Gerion in the history of the letter of the word, and how metaphorical. Sexually abused by his older brother, his affectionate mother too weak to protect him, a monstrous boy finds solace in photography and in an affair with a young
man named Herakles. Hercules leaves his young lover at the peak of Gerion's fascination; When Gerion comes across Hercules a few years later during a trip to Argentina, Hercules's new lover forms the third point of the love triangle. The novel ends, ambiguously, with Geryon, Ancash, and Herakles stopping near a
bakery near the volcano. The book also contains a very free translation of Carson's fragments of Geryoneis, using many anachronisms and taking many freedoms, and some discussion of both Stesichorus and the myth of Gerion, including a fictional interview with Stesichoros, a veiled reference to Gertrude Stein. Style
This section contains too many or too long quotes for encyclopedic writing. Please help improve the article by presenting the facts as a neutral summary with relevant quotes. Consider transferring direct quotes to Wikiquote. (March 2016) Critic Sam Anderson describes the book as follows: The book with the subtitles
Roman in Verse but, as usual with Carson, neither novel nor verse is quite applicable. It begins as if it were a critical study by the ancient Greek poet Stesichoros, with a special emphasis on a few surviving fragments he wrote about a minor character from Greek mythology, Geryon, a winged red monster who lives on a
red island grazing red cattle. Gerion is best known as the footnote in the life of Hercules, whose 10th labor was to sail to this island and steal cattle, in the process of which, almost as an afterthought, he killed Gerion, shooting him in the head with an arrow. Red's autobiography claims to be Gerion's autobiography.
Carson transposes Gerion's story, however, into the modern world, so he is suddenly not just a monster, but a moody, artsy, gay teenager navigating the difficulties of sex and love and identity. Its main tormentor is Hercules, a charismatic ne'er-do-well who eventually destroys Gerion's heart. The book is strange, sweet
and funny, and the remoteness of an ancient myth, crossed with the familiarity of the modern environment (hockey practice, buses, nannies), creates a particularly Carsonian effect: the paradox of distant intimacy. The reception of Red's Autobiography was warmly received by authors and critics, with highly positive
reviews from Alice Munro, Michael Ondaatje, Susan Sontag, among others. The book was also sold extraordinarily well for literary poetry with at least 25,000 sold by 2000, two years after its publication. She was described as one of the classics of modern poetry: poetry that can seduce even people who don't like poetry,
and Carson herself as the rarest of rare things, a best-selling poet. The book was referenced, along with Carson's previous work by Eros Bittersweet, in a 2004 episode of L Word. Inquiries: b c Sam Anderson, Ann Carson's Unfathomable Shine, The New York Times Magazine, March 17, 2013. b c Liss, Sarah (March 11,
2003). Interpretation of myths. Morges. Received on February 2, 2020. New York Times Magazine's External Links to Ann Extracted from the autobiography of red anne carson pdf. autobiography of red anne carson epub. autobiography of red anne carson analysis. anne carson autobiography of red quotes. anne carson
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